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Abstract. For any subset A ⊆ N, we define its upper density to be lim sup
n→∞
|A ∩
{1, . . . , n}|/n. We prove that every 2-edge-colouring of the complete graph on N
contains a monochromatic infinite path, whose vertex set has upper density at least
(9 +
√
17)/16 ≈ 0.82019. This improves on results of Erdo˝s and Galvin, and of DeBia-
sio and McKenney.
1. Introduction
A 2-edge-colouring of a graph G is an assignment of 2 colours, red and blue, to each
edge of G. We say that G is monochromatic if all the edges of G are coloured with the
same colour. Given an arbitrary 2-edge-colouring of Kn, what is the size of the largest
monochromatic path contained as a subgraph? This was answered by Gerencse´r and
Gya´rfa´s [7], who proved that every 2-edge-coloured Kn contains a monochromatic path
of length at least 2n/3. This result is sharp.
Now consider the infinite complete graph KN on the vertex set N. For any subset
A ⊆ N, the upper density d(A) of A is defined as
d(A) := lim sup
n→∞
|A ∩ {1, . . . , n}|
n
.
Given a subgraph H of KN, we define the upper density d(H) of H to be that of V (H).
Trying to generalise the results known in the finite case, it is natural to ask what are
the densest paths which can be found in any 2-edge-coloured KN. This problem was
considered first by Erdo˝s and Galvin [6]. Other variants of this problem have been
studied as well. For example, it is possible to consider other monochromatic subgraphs
rather than paths, edge-colourings with more than two colours, use different notions of
density or consider monochromatic sub-digraphs of infinite edge-coloured digraphs, etc.
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Results along these lines have been obtained by Erdo˝s and Galvin [5, 6], DeBiasio and
McKenney [3] and Bu¨rger, DeBiasio, Guggiari and Pitz [1].
We focus on the case of monochromatic paths in 2-edge-coloured complete graphs.
By a classical result of Ramsey Theory, any 2-edge-colouring of KN contains a mono-
chromatic infinite complete graph, and therefore, also a monochromatic infinite path P .
However, this argument alone cannot guarantee a monochromatic path with positive up-
per density, as it was shown by Erdo˝s [4] that there exist 2-edge-colourings of the infinite
complete graph where every infinite monochromatic complete subgraph has upper dens-
ity zero. Rado [8] showed that in every r-edge-coloured KN there are r monochromatic
paths, of distinct colours, which partition the vertex set. This immediately implies that
every 2-edge-coloured KN contains an infinite monochromatic path P with d(P ) ≥ 1/2.
Erdo˝s and Galvin [6] proved that for every 2-edge-colouring of KN there exists a mono-
chromatic path P with d(P ) ≥ 2/3 and showed an example of a 2-edge-colouring of KN
such that every monochromatic path satisfies d(P ) ≤ 8/9. DeBiasio and McKenney [3]
improved the lower bound and showed that for every 2-edge-colouring of KN, there exists
a monochromatic path P with d(P ) ≥ 3/4. In this paper, we improve the lower bound
on d(P ).
Theorem 1.1. Every 2-edge-colouring of KN contains a monochromatic path P with
d(P ) ≥ (9 +√17)/16 ≈ 0.82019.
In Section 2 we state our main lemma (Lemma 2.1) and use it to deduce Theorem 1.1.
In Section 3 we collect some useful tools that will be used during the proof of Lemma 2.1,
which is done in Section 4.
1.1. Notation. Given a graph G, we write V (G) and E(G) for its vertex and edge set,
respectively; and e(G) := |E(G)|. Given S ⊆ V (G), we write G[S] for the subgraph of
G induced by S. If S, T ⊆ V (G) are disjoint, we write G[S, T ] for the bipartite graph
with classes S and T consisting precisely of those edges in G with one endpoint in S and
the other in T .
Let G be a 2-edge-coloured graph. Throughout the paper, we assume its colours to
be red and blue. For a vertex x ∈ V (G) and a subset S ⊆ V (G), we write the red
neighbourhood of x in S for the set NRG (x, S) := {y ∈ S : xy is coloured red}, that is,
the set of vertices in S connected to x with red edges. We define NBG (x, S) analogously
for blue. For all ∗ ∈ {R,B}, we also define d∗G(x, S) := |N∗G(x, S)| whenever N∗G(x, S) is
finite, d∗G(x, S) :=∞ otherwise.
For every i ≥ 0, let [i] := {1, . . . , i} and [i]0 := [i] ∪ {0}. For every set S ⊆ N and
t ∈ N we write S ∪ t for S ∪ {t}.
We write x≪ y to mean that for all y ∈ (0, 1] there exists x0 ∈ (0, 1) such that for all
x ≤ x0 the following statements hold. Hierarchies with more constants are defined in a
similar way and are to be read from right to left.
2. Monochromatic path-forests
Our proof follows the strategies of Erdo˝s and Galvin [6] and of DeBiasio and McKen-
ney [3], where they reduce the problem of finding monochromatic paths to the problem of
finding collections of monochromatic disjoint paths satisfying certain conditions, which
are then joined together to form an infinite path.
Consider a 2-edge-coloured KN. We say a vertex x ∈ N is red (or blue) if x has
infinitely many red (or blue, respectively) neighbours in KN. Note that it is possible for
a vertex to be both red and blue. A 2-edge-colouring of KN is restricted if there is no
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vertex that is both red and blue. We write R and B for the set of red and blue vertices
of KN, respectively.
A path-forest is a collection of vertex-disjoint paths. Let KN be a 2-edge-coloured
graph. A path-forest F ofKN is said to be red if every edge of F is red and all endpoints of
every path in F are red. We further assume that, for every path P in F , its vertices V (P )
alternate between red and blue. Note that a red path-forest may contain isolated red
vertices. A blue path-forest is defined similarly.
Our main lemma states that given a restricted 2-edge-coloured KN, there exists a
monochromatic path-forest F and an arbitrary long interval [t] such that V (F )∩ [t] has
size which is linear in t.
Lemma 2.1. Let ε ∈ (0, 1/2) and k0 ∈ N. For every restricted 2-edge-coloured KN, there
exists an integer t ≥ k0 and red and blue path-forests FR and FB, respectively, such that
max{|V (FR) ∩ [t]|, |V (FB) ∩ [t]|} ≥ ((9 +
√
17)/16− ε)t.
We defer the proof of Lemma 2.1 to Section 4. Note that we can always add any vertex
which is both red and blue to a monochromatic path-forest, as an isolated vertex. Thus
Lemma 2.1 implies the following corollary, which is valid for arbitrary 2-edge-colourings.
Corollary 2.2. Let ε ∈ (0, 1/2) and k0 ∈ N. For every 2-edge-coloured KN, there exists
an integer t ≥ k0 and red and blue path-forests FR and FB, respectively, such that
max{|V (FR) ∩ [t]|, |V (FB) ∩ [t]|} ≥ ((9 +
√
17)/16− ε)t.
We use it now to deduce Theorem 1.1. The proof is based on the proofs of [6, Theorem
3.5] and [3, Theorem 1.6].
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Consider an arbitrary 2-edge-colouring ofKN. Suppose that there
exist two red vertices x1, x2 ∈ N and a finite subset S of N such that KN \ S does not
contain a red path between x1 and x2. For i ∈ [2], let Xi be the set of vertices reachable
from xi using red paths in N \ S. Let X3 = N \ (X1 ∪ X2 ∪ S). Then X1 and X2 are
infinite; X1, X2 and X3 are pairwise disjoint and there are no red edges between any
Xi, Xj for distinct i, j ∈ [3]. Thus there is an infinite blue path P on the vertex set
X1 ∪ X2 ∪ X3 = N \ S. Since S is finite, d(P ) = 1, so we are done. An analogous
argument is true if red is swapped with blue. Hence, we might assume that
for any two red (or blue) vertices x1, x2 and any finite set S ⊆ N \ {x1, x2},
there is a red (or blue, respectively) path joining x1 and x2 in KN \ S.(2.1)
For all i ∈ N, let εi := 1/(2i). If the vertex 1 is red, set PR1 = ({1},∅) to be the
red path with the vertex 1 and PB1 to be empty. Otherwise, set P
R
1 to be empty and
PB1 = ({1},∅). Set n1 = 1. Suppose that, for some i ∈ N, we have already found an
integer ni and red and blue paths P
R
i and P
B
i , respectively, such that the endpoints of
PRi are red, the endpoints of P
B
i are blue; and
max{|V (PRi ) ∩ [ni]|, |V (PBi ) ∩ [ni]|} ≥ ((9 +
√
17)/16− 2εi)ni.(2.2)
We construct ni+1, P
R
i+1 and P
B
i+1 as follows. Let ri := max{V (PRi ), V (PBi ), ni} and
ki := ri/εi+1 = 2(i + 1)ri. Considering the induced subgraph of KN on N \ [ri], by
Corollary 2.2, there exists a monochromatic path-forest Fi+1 and ti ≥ ki such that
|V (Fi+1) ∩ {ri + 1, . . . , ri + ti}| ≥ ((9 +
√
17)/16 − εi+1)ti. Let ni+1 := ri + ti. By the
choice of ki, note that
|V (Fi+1) ∩ [ni+1]| ≥ ((9 +
√
17)/16− εi+1)ti ≥ ((9 +
√
17)/16− 2εi+1)ni+1.
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Suppose Fi+1 is red (if not, interchange the colours in what follows). Let P
B
i+1 := P
B
i .
Apply (2.1) repeatedly to join the endpoints of the paths in PRi ∪ Fi and obtain a red
path PRi+1 containing P
R
i and Fi with red vertices as endpoints.
By construction, we have ni+1 > ni and (2.2) holds for all i ≥ 1. Without loss of
generality, we may assume that |V (PRi ) ∩ [ni]| ≥ ((9 +
√
17)/16 − 2εi)ni for infinitely
many values of i. Let P :=
⋃
i≥1 P
R
i . Therefore, P is a monochromatic path and
d(P ) ≥ (9 +√17)/16. 
3. Preliminaries
In this section, we consider two ways of extending a path forest.
Proposition 3.1. Let G be a graph. Let F ⊆ G be a path-forest and let J ⊆ V (F )
be the set of vertices with degree at most one in F . Let x ∈ V (G) \ V (F ) be such that
dG(x, J) ≥ 3. Then there exist j1, j2 ∈ V (F ) such that F ∪ {xj1, xj2} is a path-forest.
Proof. Since dG(x, J) ≥ 3, there exist at least two neighbours of x in J , which are not
endpoints of the same path in F . 
Proposition 3.2. Let G be a graph and F ⊆ G a path-forest. Let Y ⊆ V (G) \ V (F )
and X ⊆ V (F ). Suppose that
(i)
∑
x∈X(2− dF (x)) ≥ 2|Y |, and
(ii) for every x ∈ X, dG(x, Y ) ≥ |Y | − 2.
Then there exists a path-forest F ′ ⊆ G[X, Y ]; every path in F ′ has both endpoints in X;
F ∪ F ′ is a path-forest and |V (F ′) ∩ Y | ≥ |Y | − 4.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that dF (x) < 2 for all x ∈ X . We
proceed by induction on |Y |. It is trivial if |Y | ≤ 4 (by setting F ′ to be empty). So we
may assume that |Y | ≥ 5. Note that |X| ≥ 5 by (i). Pick x1, x2 ∈ X be such that x1 and
x2 are not connected in F . By (ii) and |Y | ≥ 5, there exists y ∈ Y ∩NG(x1) ∩NG(x2).
Set F1 := F ∪{x1y, x2y} and Y ′ := Y \{y}. It is easy to check that F1, X, Y ′ also satisfy
the corresponding (i) and (ii). Therefore, by our induction hypothesis, the proposition
holds. 
The next lemma is a useful statement about difference inequalities. We include its
proof for completeness.
Lemma 3.3. Let τ1, τ2 > 0, c0 ≥ 0 be given and let s0, s1, . . . be a strictly increasing
sequence of non-negative integers. Suppose there exists n0 such that for every n ≥ n0,
sn+1 ≤ τ1sn − τ2sn−1 + c0.
Then τ 21 ≥ 4τ2.
Proof. Suppose τ 21 < 4τ2. Choose δ ∈ (0, 1) sufficiently small such that τ 21 < 4τ2(1 − δ)
and let ρ1 := τ1/(1 − δ) and ρ2 := τ2/(1 − δ). Since {sn}n∈N is a strictly increasing
sequence of non-negative integers, there exists n1 ≥ n0 such that
δsn ≥ c0 for every n ≥ n1.
Then, for n ≥ n1, sn+1 ≤ τ1sn − τ2sn−1 + δsn+1, which implies, for every n ≥ n1,
sn+1 ≤ ρ1sn − ρ2sn−1.(3.1)
Consider the function f : (−∞, ρ1)→ R given by f(x) = ρ2/(ρ1− x). It is immediate
that f is continuous. Since ρ21 < 4ρ2, it follows that x < f(x) for all x < ρ1.
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For every n ≥ n1, let βn := sn+1/sn. From (3.1), for every n ≥ n1,
1 < βn < ρ1.
Using (3.1) it also follows that ρ1sn − ρ2sn−1 ≥ βnsn, which can be rearranged to get
βn−1 =
sn
sn−1
≥ ρ2
ρ1 − βn = f(βn) > βn.
Since βn is monotone decreasing and bounded, it converges to a limit β ∈ [1, ρ1).
Moreover, the sequence f(βn) converges to the same limit. The continuity of f implies
that β = f(β) > β, a contradiction. 
4. Proof of Lemma 2.1
4.1. The path-forests algorithm. To satisfy the conditions stated in Lemma 2.1, we
consider an algorithm that will build path-forests considering one extra vertex at a time,
in increasing order.
Our algorithm is based on the following simple idea. Suppose that t ∈ N is a red vertex
and we have constructed red and blue path-forests FR and FB, respectively. We can
add t to FR without any difficulty, forming a new red path-forest. We would like to add t
to the blue path-forest FB as well. However, we will add t to the blue path-forest FB
using only forward edges or only backward edges. Namely, when we say “add t to FB
using forward edges” (or backward edges) we mean to add the blue edges tj1, tj2 to F
B
for some blue vertices j1, j2 > t (or j1, j2 < t, respectively). We remark that the red (or
blue) path-forest will contain all the red (or blue) vertices that have been considered so
far, but it might be possible that some vertices are never included in the path-forest of
the opposite colour.
Here we give an outline of Algorithm 4.1. There is a positive even integer ℓ which will
be chosen before running the algorithm. The algorithm will consider each t ∈ N in order
to decide whether to add it to the path-forest of the opposite colour by using forward
or backward edges, with a preference toward forward edges. In fact, the algorithm will
add a vertex using forward edges straight away, if possible, but will only add vertices
using backward edges in batches. Roughly speaking, ARt will be an (ordered) set of red
vertices v ∈ [t] such that v is joined to almost all blue vertices w > v with red edges.
Once ARt is large enough, we will set aside a subset Ω
R of ARt “of size ℓ”, which will be
the ‘smaller’ endpoints of the backward edges. We continue the algorithm and collect a
set ΓB of blue vertices, which could not be included in the red path-forest by using red
forward edges. Once ΓB has ℓ vertices, we then add most of the vertices of ΓB into the
red path-forest using red backward edges between ΩR and ΓB.
During the course of the algorithm, we will also construct a function ϕ : N→ N, which
will help us to define the sets ARt , A
B
t at any given step. The role of ϕ is the following:
a red vertex t will be part of ARt′ only when t
′ ≥ ϕ(t), similarly with the blue vertices.
Imprecisely speaking, for a red vertex we would like ϕ(t) to be “the last” of the blue
vertices connected to t via forward blue edges (this makes sense since the colouring is
restricted); if no such blue vertices exist we just define φ(t) = t. If t′ = ϕ(t) is chosen
like this, then when the algorithm reaches step t′, the red vertex t will now be connected
to “most” of the upcoming blue vertices using only red edges, which makes t suitable to
belong in ARt′ .
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Before presenting the algorithm, we will need the following notation. Suppose that
after round number t, we have constructed red and blue path-forests FRt and F
B
t , re-
spectively. Given an ordered vertex set V = {vi : i ∈ [n]} and ∗ ∈ {R,B}, define
ρ∗t (V ) :=
∑
v∈V
(2− dF ∗
t
(v)).
We view ρ∗t (V ) to be the number of additional degree that we can (theoretically) add
to V while keeping F ∗t being a path-forest. Suppose an even ℓ ∈ N is given and V =
{vi : i ∈ [n]}. If ρ∗t (V ) ≥ ℓ, then we define σ∗t (V ) in the following way: let s ∈ [n] be
minimal such that ρ∗t ({vi : i ∈ [s]}) ≥ ℓ and then select V ′ ⊆ {vi : i ∈ [s]} ⊆ V to be
minimal with respect to inclusion such that ρ∗t (V
′) ≥ ℓ; and let σ∗t (V ) := V ′. Note that,
by choice, dF ∗
t
(v) ≤ 1 for all v ∈ V ′. Note as well that ρ∗t (σ∗t (V )) ∈ {ℓ, ℓ+1}. (Referring
to the outline above, we will set ΩR = σ∗t (A
R
t ).)
We make the following crucial definition. For all ∗ ∈ {R,B} and t ∈ N, we define
c∗t := |V (F ∗t ) ∩ [t]|.
We are now ready to describe the algorithm. We will verify that this algorithm is
well-defined in Lemma 4.2.
Algorithm 4.1. Fix an even ℓ ∈ N. Given any restricted 2-edge-colouring of KN, we
now construct monochromatic path-forests as follows. Initially, let F ∗0 , A
∗
0,Ω
∗
0,Γ
∗
0, ϕ0 be
empty for all ∗ ∈ {R,B}. Now suppose that we are at round number t ≥ 1, and we have
already constructed monochromatic path-forests F ∗t−1, an ordered vertex subset A
∗
t−1,
vertex subsets Ω∗t−1,Γ
∗
t−1 for ∗ ∈ {R,B} and a function ϕt−1 : [t− 1]→ N.
We now construct F ∗t , A
∗
t ,Ω
∗
t ,Γ
∗
t , ϕt as follows by considering the vertex t ∈ N. Sup-
pose t ∈ R (and if t ∈ B, interchange the roles of R and B in what follows). Our
algorithm works in four steps.
Step 1: Adding t to the red path-forest.
Set FRt := F
R
t−1 ∪ t.
Step 2: Updating available and waiting blue vertices.
Let ABt be obtained from A
B
t−1 by adding the vertices v ∈ [t − 1] with ϕt−1(v) = t
at the end of the ordering and ΓBt := Γ
B
t−1. If ρ
B
t−1(A
B
t ) ≥ ℓ and ΩBt−1 = ∅, then set
ΩBt := σ
B
t−1(A
B
t ); otherwise set Ω
B
t := Ω
B
t−1.
Step 3: Classifying t.
We now classify t into one of four types, which will use to determine whether (and how)
t can be added to the blue path-forest FBt−1. Let J := {v ∈ NBKN(t, B \ [t]) : dFBt−1(v) < 2}.
That is, J is the blue neighbourhood of t, that theoretically we can use to attach t to
FBt−1 using blue forward edges without creating a vertex of degree 3. If Ω
B
t 6= ∅, then we
set tΩ to be the smallest tΩ such that Ω
B
tΩ
= ΩBt . We say that t is
• of type W if |J | ≥ 3;
• of type X if |J | ≤ 2 and ΩBt = ∅;
• of type Y if |J | ≤ 2, ΩBt 6= ∅ and dFRtΩ (t) < 2;
• of type Z if |J | ≤ 2, ΩBt 6= ∅ and dFRtΩ (t) = 2.
Step 4: Trying to add t to the blue path-forest.
Depending on the type of t, we have three different cases.
Step 4a: t is of type W .
We add t to FBt using forward edges. By Proposition 3.1 (with F
B
t−1, J, t playing the
roles of F, J, x) there exist j1, j2 ∈ J such that FBt−1 ∪ {tj1, tj2} is a blue path-forest.
Further choose j1 and j2 such that min{j1, j2} is maximised (which is well-defined as
t ∈ R and the colouring is restricted, so J ⊆ NBKN(t) is finite). Define ϕt(t) = min{j1, j2}
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and ϕt(i) = ϕt−1(i) for all i ∈ [t−1]. Set FBt := FBt−1∪{tj1, tj2}, ARt := ARt−1, ΩRt := ΩRt−1
and ΓRt := Γ
R
t−1.
Step 4b: t is of type X or Z.
In this case, we will not add t to FBt−1 at all. Define ϕt(t) = t and ϕt(i) = ϕt−1(i) for all
i ∈ [t− 1]. Set FBt := FBt−1. Let ARt be obtained from ARt−1 by adding t to the end of the
ordering. If ρRt (A
R
t ) ≥ ℓ and ΩRt−1 := ∅, set ΩRt := σRt (ARt ); otherwise set ΩRt := ΩRt−1.
Finally, set ΓRt := Γ
R
t−1.
Step 4c: t is of type Y .
In this case, we will try to add t to FBt using backwards edges if Γ
R
t has reached the
correct size. Define ϕt, A
R
t and Ω
R
t as in Step 4b.
If |ΓRt−1 ∪ t| < ℓ/2, then set FBt := FBt−1 and ΓRt := ΓRt−1 ∪ t and finish this step.
Otherwise, we have |ΓRt−1 ∪ t| = ℓ/2. By Proposition 3.2 (with FBt−1,ΩBt ,ΓRt−1 ∪ t playing
the roles of F,X, Y ), we obtain a blue path-forest F ′ such that FBt−1 ∪F ′ is a blue path-
forest which covers all but at most 4 vertices of ΓRt−1 ∪ t. Let FBt := FBt−1 ∪ F ′. Adding
the new blue edges to form FBt means we need to redefine Ω
B
t accordingly, as follows:
if ρBt (A
B
t ) ≥ ℓ, then redefine ΩBt := σBt (ABt ); otherwise redefine ΩBt := ∅. Finally, define
ΓRt := ∅.
4.2. Correctness and analysis of the algorithm. First we show that Algorithm 4.1
is well-defined. For t ∈ N, define WRt (and WBt ) to be the set of vertices v ∈ [t] ∩ R
(and v ∈ [t]∩B, respectively) of type W , as in Step 3 of Algorithm 4.1. Similarly, define
X∗t , Y
∗
t , Z
∗
t for ∗ ∈ {R,B}.
Lemma 4.2. Let ℓ ∈ N be even. Then Algorithm 4.1 is well defined.
Proof. Suppose that KN has a restricted 2-edge-colouring. We prove by induction on t
that F ∗t , Ω
∗
t , Γ
∗
t , A
∗
t , ϕt, W
∗
t , X
∗
t , Y
∗
t , Z
∗
t given by Algorithm 4.1 satisfy the following
properties (and similar statements hold if we interchange R and B):
(i) ϕt(i) ≥ i for all i ∈ [t] and ϕt(i) = ϕt−1(i) for all i ∈ [t− 1];
(ii) if i ∈ R ∩ [t] and ϕt(i) > i, then ϕt(i) ∈ B;
(iii) ARt ,Ω
R
t ,Γ
R
t ,⊆ R ∩ [t], ΩRt ⊆ ARt and ARt−1 ⊆ ARt ;
(iv) {ϕt(v) : v ∈ ARt } ⊆ [t];
(v) if ΩRt 6= ∅, then ρRt (ΩRt ) ∈ {ℓ, ℓ+ 1};
(vi) |ΓRt | < ℓ/2;
(vii) if y > t and y ∈ R, then y /∈ V (FBt );
(viii) if ΩRt ,Γ
B
t 6= ∅, then maxΩRt ≤ max{ϕt(v) : v ∈ ΩRt } < min ΓBt and for all v ∈ ΩRt ,
dBKN(v,Γ
B
t ) ≤ 2.
Note that these properties imply the lemma. By our construction, (i)–(vii) hold.
To see (viii), let tΩ to be the smallest tΩ such that Ω
R
tΩ
= ΩRt . Consider any v ∈ ΩRt .
Clearly v ≤ ϕt(v) ≤ tΩ ≤ minΓBt by (i) and (iv). So the first assertion of (viii) holds.
Let J := {j′ ∈ NBKN(v, B \ [v]) : dFBv−1(j′) < 2}, which is J defined at round number v.
For all u ∈ ΓBt ⊆ Y Bt , we have dFB
v−1
(u) ≤ dFB
tΩ
(u) < 2. Hence ΓBt ⊆ J . If v is not of
type X , then dBKN(v,Γ
B
t ) ≤ dBKN(v, J) ≤ 2. If v is of type X , then dBKN(v,ΓBt ) ≥ 3 would
contradict the maximality of ϕt(v) in Step 4a. Hence we have d
B
KN
(v,ΓBt ) ≤ 2 for all
v ∈ ΩRt . 
Recall that for every ∗ ∈ {R,B} and t ∈ N, c∗t = |V (F ∗t )∩[t]|. In the next two lemmas,
we collect some useful information from the algorithm.
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Lemma 4.3. Let ℓ ∈ N be even. Suppose that KN has a restricted 2-edge-colouring. Let
F ∗t , Ω
∗
t , Γ
∗
t , A
∗
t , ϕt, W
∗
t , X
∗
t , Y
∗
t , Z
∗
t be as defined by Algorithm 4.1. Then the following
holds for all t ∈ N (and similar statements hold if we interchange R and B):
(i) |R ∩ [t]| = |WRt |+ |XRt |+ |Y Rt |+ |ZRt |;
(ii) FRt ,W
R
t , X
R
t , Y
R
t , Z
R
t are nested;
(iii) if there exists t′ ≥ t such that ΩBt′′ 6= ∅ for all t ≤ t′′ ≤ t′, then XRt = XRt′ ;
(iv) if v ∈ V (FRt ) with v > t, then v ∈ R and NFR
t
(v) ⊆WBt ;
(v) if v ∈ B with dFR
t
(v) > 0, then v ∈ WBt ∪ Y Bt ;
(vi) if ρRt (A
R
t ) ≥ ℓ, then ΩRt 6= ∅;
(vii) cRt ≥ (1− 8/ℓ)(t− |ZBt | − |XBt |)− ℓ/2;
(viii) 2|Y Bt′ \ Y Bt | ≥ ρRt (ARt )− ρRt′ (ARt ) for t′ ≥ t;
(ix) if ρRt′−1(A
R
t ) ≥ ℓ for some t′ ≥ t, then |ZBt′ | ≤ |WRt |.
Proof. Note that (i)–(vi) hold by our construction.
Now we prove (vii). By our construction, we have WBt , R∩ [t] ⊆ V (FRt ). Partition Y Bt
into Γ′1,Γ
′
2, . . . ,Γ
′
s,Γ
′
s+1 (with Γ
′
s+1 possibly empty) such that, for all i ∈ [s], |Γ′i| = ℓ/2,
maxΓ′i < minΓ
′
i+1 and |Γ′s+1| < ℓ/2. In other words, Γ′1,Γ′2, . . . ,Γ′s,Γ′s+1 is a partition
of Y Bt into sets of ‘consecutive’ ℓ/2 vertices. Consider any i ∈ [s]. Let ti := maxΓ′i.
Since ti ∈ Y Bti , Step 4c implies that we have |ΓBti−1| = ℓ/2 − 1, ΓBti−1 ∪ ti = Γ′i and
ΓBti = ∅. Moreover, all but at most 4 vertices of Γ
′
i are added to F
R
t (at round number
ti). Therefore,
cRt = |V (FRt ) ∩ [t]| ≥ |R ∩ [t]|+ |WBt |+
∑
i∈[s]
(|Γ′i| − 4)
= |R ∩ [t]|+ |WBt |+
∑
i∈[s]
(1− 8/ℓ)|Γ′i|
≥ |R ∩ [t]|+ |WBt |+ (1− 8/ℓ)(|Y Bt | − ℓ/2)
≥ (1− 8/ℓ)(t− |XBt | − |ZBt |)− ℓ/2.
Hence (vii) holds.
To see (viii), note that ρRt′′(A
R
t ) is a decreasing sequence in t
′′ and it decreases if and
only if we join some vertices of ARt to some vertices in Y
B
t′ \ Y Bt with red edges to form
the red path-forest. Each such vertex of y ∈ Y Bt′ \ Y Bt reduces ρRt (ARt ) by at most 2.
To see (ix), since ρRt′−1(A
R
t ) ≥ ℓ for some t′ ≥ t, we have ΩRt′′ ⊆ ARt for all t ≤ t′′ < t′.
Note that
max
v∈ΩR
t′′
{ϕt′′(v)} ≤ max
v∈AR
t
{ϕt′′(v)} ≤ t.
Consider any z ∈ ZBt′ . By Step 3 of Algorithm 4.1, this means that dFBt (z) = 2. Hence
dFB
t
(z) = 2 for all z ∈ ZBt′ . By (iv), NFBt (z) ⊆ WRt for all z ∈ ZBt′ . By counting the
number of edges in FBt [Z
B
t′ ,W
R
t ], we have
2|ZBt′ | = e(FBt [ZBt′ ,WRt ]) ≤ 2|WRt |
implying (ix). 
Lemma 4.4. Let ℓ ∈ N be even. Suppose that KN has a restricted 2-edge-colouring.
For all t ∈ N, let F ∗t ,Ω∗t ,Γ∗t , A∗t , ϕt,W ∗t , X∗t , Y ∗t , Z∗t be as defined by Algorithm 4.1. Then
there exist Y ∗t ⊆ D∗t ⊆ W ∗t ∪ Y ∗t for all t ∈ N and ∗ ∈ {R,B} such that (where similar
statements hold if we interchange R and B):
(i) ρRt′ (A
R
t′ )− ρRt (ARt ) ≤ 2|DRt′ \DRt |+ 2|XRt′ \XRt |, for every t′ ≥ t;
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(ii) 2|DBt | ≥ 2|DRt ∪XRt ∪ ZRt | − ρRt (ARt );
(iii) if ρBt′−1(A
B
t ) ≥ ℓ for some t′ ≥ t, then 2|DBt | ≥ 2|DRt |+ |XRt′ ∪ ZRt′ | − ρRt (ARt );
(iv) cRt + c
B
t +
1
2
ρRt (A
R
t ) +
1
2
ρBt (A
B
t ) ≥ 2(1− 8/ℓ)t− ℓ.
Proof. Let URt := {w ∈ WRt : ϕt(w) ≤ t}. Let DRt := URt ∪ Y Rt . Note that ARt =
DRt ∪XRt ∪ ZRt (here we view ARt as an unordered set). Hence
ρRt (A
R
t ) = ρ
R
t (D
R
t ) + ρ
R
t (X
R
t ) + ρ
R
t (Z
R
t ) = ρ
R
t (D
R
t ) + ρ
R
t (X
R
t ).(4.1)
as dFR
t
(z) = 2 for all z ∈ ZRt . Note that URt ⊆ URt′ for t < t′. Hence
ρRt′ (A
R
t′ ) = ρ
R
t′ (D
R
t′ ) + ρ
R
t′ (X
R
t′ )
= ρRt′ (D
R
t′ \DRt ) + ρRt′ (XRt′ \XRt ) + ρRt′ (ARt )
≤ 2|DRt′ \DRt |+ 2|XRt′ \XRt |+ ρRt (ARt )
implying (i).
Let GRt := F
R
t [{1, . . . , t}]. Since FRt is a red path-forest, GRt is a bipartite graph with
vertex classes R′ ⊆ R∩ [t] and B′ ⊆ B∩ [t]. If v ∈ B with dFR
t
(v) > 0, then v ∈ WBt ∪Y Bt
by Lemma 4.3(v). If v ∈ WBt with dFRt (v) > 0, then we must have ϕt(v) ≤ t and so
v ∈ UBt . Hence if v ∈ B with dFR
t
(v) > 0, then v ∈ DBt . Therefore,
e(GRt ) ≤ 2|DBt |.(4.2)
On the other hand, since V (FRt ) ∩ R = R ∩ [t] = V (GRt ) ∩R,
e(GRt ) =
∑
u∈R∩[t]
dGR
t
(u) =
∑
u∈R∩[t]
dFR
t
(u)
≥
∑
u∈DR
t
∪XR
t
∪ZR
t
dFR
t
(u) = 2|DRt ∪XRt ∪ ZRt | − ρRt (ARt ).
Together with (4.2), we obtain (ii).
To see (iii) proceed similarly but considering the graph FRt [{1, . . . , t} ∪ XRt′ ∪ ZRt′ ].
Lemma 4.3(vi) and (iii) imply that XRt′ \ XRt = ∅; together with Lemma 4.3(iv) it
implies that for every u ∈ ZRt′ , NFRt (u) ⊆ WBt and dFRt (u) = 2. Counting the edges of
FRt [{1, . . . , t} ∪XRt′ ∪ ZRt′ ] in two different ways, as before, gives the desired inequality.
By adding (ii) and its analogus version, we get
1
2
ρRt (A
R
t ) +
1
2
ρBt (A
B
t ) ≥ |XRt ∪ ZRt ∪XBt ∪ ZBt |.(4.3)
Lemma 4.3(vii) implies that
cRt + c
B
t ≥ 2(1− 8/ℓ)t− |XRt ∪ ZRt ∪XBt ∪ ZBt | − ℓ,
which together with (4.3) implies (iv). 
4.3. Evolutions of ρRt (A
R
t ) and ρ
B
t (A
B
t ). To prove Lemma 2.1, we will consider the
path-forests FRt , F
B
t for every t ≥ 1, as constructed by Algorithm 4.1. If, given ε
and k0, for some t ≥ k0 we have max{cRt , cBt } ≥ ((9 +
√
17)/16 − ε)t, then we are
done. Therefore, assuming this is not the case, we will deduce information about the
evolution of the parameters ρRt (A
R
t ) and ρ
B
t (A
B
t ) whenever t increases, which we will use
to finish the proof. (It also suffices to use Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 instead of appealing to
Algorithm 4.1.)
First, we show that if ρBt (A
B
t ) ≥ ℓ then there exists t′ > t such that ρBt′ (ABt ) < ℓ (or we
are already done). That is, almost all vertices ABt have degree 2 in the red path-forest
at round number t′.
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Lemma 4.5. Let ℓ ∈ N be even. Suppose that KN has a restricted 2-edge-colouring. Let
F ∗t ,Ω
∗
t ,Γ
∗
t , A
∗
t , ϕt,W
∗
t , X
∗
t , Y
∗
t , Z
∗
t be as defined by Algorithm 4.1. Suppose ρ
B
t (A
B
t ) ≥ ℓ.
Then there exists t′ > t such that ρBt′ (A
B
t ) < ℓ or c
B
t′ ≥ (1− 9/ℓ)t′.
Proof. Suppose that ρBt′ (A
B
t ) ≥ ℓ for all t′ > t (or else we are done). By Lemma 4.3(vi),
ΩBt′ 6= ∅ for all t′ > t. Hence XRt′ = XRt for all t′ > t by Lemma 4.3(iii). Moreover,
Lemma 4.3(ix) implies that |ZRt′ | ≤ |WBt | for all t′ ≥ t. Let t′ = ℓ(t+ℓ/2). Lemma 4.3(vii)
implies that
cBt′ ≥ (1− 8/ℓ)t′ − |ZRt′ | − |XRt′ | − ℓ/2
≥ (1− 8/ℓ)t′ − |WBt | − |XRt | − ℓ/2
≥ (1− 8/ℓ)t′ − (t+ ℓ/2) ≥ (1− 9/ℓ)t′. 
Lemma 4.6. Let ℓ ∈ N be even and 1/t0 ≪ 1/ℓ ≪ ε ≤ 1/2. Suppose that KN has a
restricted 2-edge-colouring. Let F ∗t , Ω
∗
t , Γ
∗
t , A
∗
t , ϕt, W
∗
t , X
∗
t , Y
∗
t , Z
∗
t be as defined by
Algorithm 4.1. Suppose that ρBt0(A
B
t0
) ≥ ℓ. Then there exists t′ > t0 such that ρBt′ (ABt′ ) < ℓ
or max{cRt′ , cBt′ } ≥ (2
√
2− 2− ε)t′.
Proof. Let α := 3− 2√2. Suppose the contrary, that is, for all t > t0 we have
ρBt (A
B
t ) ≥ ℓ and cRt , cBt ≤ (1− α− ε)t.(4.4)
Note that Lemma 4.3(iii) and (vi) imply that
XRt = X
R
t0
(4.5)
for all t ≥ t0.
Given ti, define t
R
i+1 to be the minimum t > ti such that ρ
R
t (A
R
ti
) < ℓ, which exists by
Lemma 4.5 and 1/ℓ≪ ε ≤ 1/2. Analogously, define tBi+1. Define ti+1 := max{tRi+1, tBi+1}
and t′i+1 := min{tRi+1, tBi+1}. This defines sequences ti, t′i such that, for all i ≥ 1,
ti−1 < t
′
i ≤ ti,
min{ρRt′
i
(ARti−1), ρ
B
t′
i
(ABti−1)},ρRti(ARti−1), ρBti (ABti−1) < ℓ.
For convenience, let t−1 := 0 and for every i ≥ 0, let Ii := {ti−1 + 1, . . . , ti}. For every
i ≥ 0 and ∗ ∈ {R,B}, let
x∗i := |Ii ∩X∗ti | and z∗i := |Ii ∩ Z∗ti |.
Lemma 4.3(vii) and (4.4) imply that
(1− α− ε)ti ≥ cRti ≥ (1− 8/ℓ)ti − |ZBti | − |XBti | − ℓ/2
≥ (1− 8/ℓ)ti −
∑
j∈[i]0
(xBj + z
B
j )− ℓ/2,
and a similar inequality also holds for
∑
j∈[i]0
(xRj + z
R
j ). In summary, we have for ∗ ∈
{R,B},
∑
j∈[i]0
(x∗j + z
∗
j ) ≥ (α + ε/2)ti.(4.6)
Consider any i ≥ 1. Write Ti :=
∑
j∈[i]0
tj . Lemma 4.3(viii) implies that
|Y Bti \ Y Bti−1 | ≥ |Y BtR
i
\ Y Bti−1 | ≥
1
2
(ρRti−1(A
R
ti−1
)− ρR
tR
i
(ARti−1)) ≥
1
2
(ρRti−1(A
R
ti−1
)− ℓ)
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and a similar inequality holds for |Y Rti \Y Rti−1 |. Hence by combining both inequalities and
using Lemma 4.4(iv), we have
|Y Bti \ Y Bti−1 |+ |Y Rti \ Y Rti−1 | ≥
1
2
(ρRti−1(A
R
ti−1
) + ρBti−1(A
B
ti−1
))− ℓ
≥ 2(1− 8/ℓ)ti−1 − 2ℓ− cRti−1 − cBti−1
(4.4)
≥ 2(α + ε)ti−1 − 2ℓ− 16ti−1/ℓ
≥ 2(α + ε/2)ti−1,
where the last inequality follows from 1/ti−1 ≤ 1/t0 ≪ 1/ℓ≪ ε. Hence, for all i ≥ 0,
|Y Bti ∪ Y Rti | ≥ 2(α+ ε/2)Ti−1.(4.7)
Claim 4.7. For all i ∈ N, |WRti ∪WBti ∪XBti ∪ ZBti | ≥ (α+ ε/2)(ti + ti+1)− t0.
Proof of the claim. We divide the proof into two cases. First suppose that tBi+1 ≥ tRi+1.
Since ρBti−1(A
B
ti−1
) ≥ ℓ, Lemma 4.3(ix) implies that |WBti | ≥ |ZRti+1| =
∑
j∈[i+1]0
zRj . Hence
|WRti ∪WBti ∪XBti ∪ ZBti |
≥ |WBti |+ |XBti ∪ ZBti | ≥
∑
j∈[i+1]0
zRj +
∑
j∈[i]0
(xBj + z
B
j )
(4.5)
=
∑
j∈[i+1]0
(xRj + z
R
j )− xR0 +
∑
j∈[i]0
(xBj + z
B
j )
(4.6)
≥ (α+ ε/2)(ti + ti+1)− t0,
so the claim holds in this case.
Now, suppose that tBi+1 < t
R
i+1. By the choice of t
R
i+1, Lemma 4.3(ix) implies that
|WRti | ≥ |ZBti+1| =
∑
j∈[i+1]0
zBj . By a similar argument, |WBti | ≥
∑
j∈[i]0
zRj . Lemma 4.3(iii)
and (vi) imply that XBti+1 = X
B
ti
and so xBi+1 = 0. Hence
|WRti ∪WBti ∪XBti ∪ ZBti | ≥ |WRti |+ |WBti |+ |XBti |
≥
∑
j∈[i+1]0
zBj +
∑
j∈[i]0
zRj +
∑
j∈[i]0
xBj
(4.5)
=
∑
j∈[i+1]0
(xBj + z
B
j ) +
∑
j∈[i]0
(xRj + z
R
j )− xR0
(4.6)
≥ (α+ ε/2)(ti + ti+1)− t0. 
Together with Lemma 4.3(i) and (4.7), we have
ti − |ZRti | − |XRti | = |Y Bti ∪ Y Rti |+ |WRti ∪WBti ∪XBti ∪ ZBti |
≥ (α + ε/2)(Ti−1 + Ti+1)− t0.
Hence, (4.4) and Lemma 4.3(vii) imply that
(1− α)(Ti − Ti−1) = (1− α)ti ≥ cBti
≥ (1− 8/ℓ)(ti − |ZRti | − |XRti |)− ℓ/2
≥ (α + ε/4)(Ti−1 + Ti+1)− t0 − ℓ/2,
0 ≥ (α + ε/4)Ti+1 − (1− α)Ti + Ti−1 − t0 − ℓ/2.
Therefore, Lemma 3.3 (and our choice of α) implies
0 ≤ (1− α)2 − 4(α+ ε/4) < 1− 6α + α2 = 0,
a contradiction. 
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Now we are ready to prove Lemma 2.1.
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Let α := (7 − √17)/16. Choose ℓ, k′0 ∈ N such that ℓ is even,
k′0 ≥ k0 and
0 < 1/k′0 ≪ 1/ℓ≪ ε, α.(4.8)
Let F ∗t , Ω
∗
t , Γ
∗
t , A
∗
t , ϕt, W
∗
t , X
∗
t , Y
∗
t , Z
∗
t be as defined by Algorithm 4.1. Lemma 4.3(i)
implies that for all t ∈ N,
t =
∑
∗∈{R,B}
|W ∗t |+ |X∗t |+ |Y ∗t |+ |Z∗t |.(4.9)
Lemma 4.3(vii) together with (4.9) imply that for all t ∈ N (and a similar bound is true
replacing R by B):
cRt ≥ (1− 8/ℓ)(|WRt ∪ Y Rt |+ |WBt ∪ Y Bt |+ |XRt ∪ ZRt |)− ℓ/2.(4.10)
We might suppose that for all t ≥ k0 we have
cRt , c
B
t ≤ (1− α− ε)t,(4.11)
or else we are done. Together with Lemma 4.4(iv) and (4.8),
ρRt (A
R
t ) ≥ ℓ or ρBt (ABt ) ≥ ℓ ∀t ≥ k0.(4.12)
Without loss of generality, we may assume that ρBk′
0
(ABk′
0
) ≥ ℓ. Define t0 to be the
minimum t > k′0 such that ρ
B
t (A
B
t ) < ℓ, which exists by Lemma 4.6 and (4.11). Note
that ρRt0(A
R
t0
) ≥ ℓ by (4.12). Similarly, define t1 to be the minimum t > t0 such that
ρRt (A
R
t ) < ℓ. Now define t2 to be the minimum t > t1 such that ρ
B
t (A
B
t1
) < ℓ. Note
that t2 exists by Lemma 4.5 and (4.11), and that t0 < t1 < t2.
Lemma 4.3(vii) and (4.11) imply that for all ∗ ∈ {R,B} and i ∈ [2],
|X∗ti ∪ Z∗ti | ≥ (α + ε/2)ti.(4.13)
Claim 4.8. There exist
HR ⊆ Y Rt1 ∪WRt1 and HB ⊆ Y Bt1 ∪WBt1(4.14)
such that
|HR| = |XBt1 ∪ ZBt1 | − ℓ,
|HB| = |XBt1 ∪ ZBt1 |+ |XRt2 ∪ ZRt2 | − ℓ.
Proof of the claim. For every ∗ ∈ {R,B}, considerD∗t1 ⊆ Y ∗t1∪W ∗t1 as given by Lemma 4.4.
Note that ρBt0(A
B
t0
) ≤ ℓ. Then Lemma 4.4(i) implies
ρBt1(A
B
t1
)− ℓ ≤ ρBt1(AB1 )− ρBt0(ABt0) ≤ 2|DBt1 \DBt0 |+ 2|XBt1 \XBt0 |
≤ 2|DBt1|+ 2|XBt1 \XBt0 |.
By the choice of t0 and t1, ρ
R
t′ (A
R
t′ ) ≥ ℓ for all t0 ≤ t′ < t1. Therefore, Lemma 4.3(iii)
and (vi) imply that XBt1 \XBt0 = ∅. Hence,
ρBt1(A
B
t1
) ≤ 2|DBt1 |+ ℓ.(4.15)
Lemma 4.4(ii) and (4.15) together imply that
2|DRt1| ≥ 2|DBt1|+ 2|XBt1 ∪ ZBt1 | − ρBt1(ABt1) ≥ 2|XBt1 ∪ ZBt1 | − ℓ.(4.16)
Recall that ρRt1(A
R
t1
) ≤ ℓ and ρBt2−1(ABt1) ≥ ℓ. By Lemma 4.4(iii),
2|DBt1 | ≥ 2|DRt1 |+ 2|XRt2 ∪ ZRt2 | − ρRt1(ARt1) ≥ 2|DRt1 |+ 2|XRt2 ∪ ZRt2 | − ℓ
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(4.16)
≥ 2|XBt1 ∪ ZBt1 |+ 2|XRt2 ∪ ZRt2 | − 2ℓ.
Thus |DBt1 | ≥ |XBt1 ∪ ZBt1 |+ |XRt2 ∪ ZRt2 | − ℓ and |DRt1| ≥ |XBt1 ∪ ZBt1 | − ℓ, which implies the
existence of a set H∗ ⊆ D∗t1 ⊆ Y ∗t1 ∪W ∗t1 of the desired size for every ∗ ∈ {R,B}. 
Since k′0 ≤ t0 ≤ t1 ≤ t2, we have 1/t2, 1/t1 ≪ 1/ℓ ≪ α, ε. Let HR and HB be given
by Claim 4.8. Let
a := |XBt1 ∪ ZBt1 |, b := |XRt1 ∪ ZRt1 |,
c := |(XBt2 ∪ ZBt2 ) \ (XBt1 ∪ ZBt1 )|, d := |(XRt2 ∪ ZRt2) \ (XRt1 ∪ ZRt1)|.
Thus, |HR| = a − ℓ and |HB| = a + b + d − ℓ. Let δ := ε/2 and ρ := α + δ. Since
α = (7−√17)/16 is the least real root of the polynomial 8x2 − 7x+ 1 and 0 < ε < 1/2,
it follows that 1 ≤ 7ρ− 8ρ2.
Now we use the previous bounds to get
1− α− ε
(4.11)
≥ c
R
t1
t1
(4.10)
≥ (1− 8/ℓ)(|W
R
t1
∪ Y Rt1 |+ |WBt1 ∪ Y Bt1 |+ |XRt1 ∪ ZRt1 |)− ℓ/2
t1
(4.9)
≥ |W
R
t1
∪ Y Rt1 |+ |WBt1 ∪ Y Bt1 |+ |XRt1 ∪ ZRt1 | − ℓ/2
|WRt1 ∪ Y Rt1 |+ |WBt1 ∪ Y Bt1 |+ |XRt1 ∪ ZRt1 |+ |XBt1 ∪ ZBt1 |
− 8
ℓ
(4.14)
≥ |H
R|+ |HB|+ |XRt1 ∪ ZRt1 | − ℓ/2
|HR|+ |HB|+ |XRt1 ∪ ZRt1 |+ |XBt1 ∪ ZBt1 |
− 8
ℓ
=
2a+ 2b+ d− 5ℓ/2
3a+ 2b+ d− 2ℓ −
8
ℓ
≥ 2a+ 2b+ d
3a+ 2b+ d
− ε
2
,
where the last line follows from (4.8), (4.13) and 1/t1 ≪ 1/ℓ ≪ α, ε. Rearranging, we
get ρ ≤ a/(3a+ 2b+ d), and recalling that 1 ≤ 7ρ− 8ρ2 we have
3a + 2b+ d ≤ (7− 8ρ)a.(4.17)
A similar argument (by estimating cBt1/t1) shows that
3a+ 2b+ d ≤ (7− 8ρ)b.(4.18)
Next, we would like to estimate cBt2/t2 and c
R
t2
/t2. By the choice of t1, Lemma 4.4(iv)
and (4.11),
ρBt1(A
B
t1
) ≥ 4(1− 8/ℓ)t1 − 2ℓ− 2(cRt1 + cBt1)− ρRt1(ARt1)
≥ 4(1− 8/ℓ)t1 − 2ℓ− 4(1− α− ε)t1 − ℓ
≥ 4(α + 2ε/3)t1,
where the last inequality follows from (4.8). Together with Lemma 4.3(viii) and the
choice of t2 we get
2|Y Bt2 \ Y Bt1 | ≥ ρBt1(ABt1)− ρBt2(ABt1) ≥ 4(α + 2ε/3)t1 − ℓ
≥ 4ρ(3a+ 2b+ d).(4.19)
Using Claim 4.8, we get
1− α− ε
(4.11)
≥ c
B
t2
t2
(4.10)
≥ (1− 8/ℓ)(|W
R
t2
∪ Y Rt2 |+ |WBt2 ∪ Y Bt2 |+ |XBt2 ∪ ZBt2 |)− ℓ/2
t2
(4.9)
≥ |W
R
t2
∪ Y Rt2 |+ |WBt2 ∪ Y Bt2 |+ |XBt2 ∪ ZBt2 | − ℓ/2
|WRt2 ∪ Y Rt2 |+ |WBt2 ∪ Y Bt2 |+ |XBt2 ∪ ZBt2 |+ |XRt2 ∪ ZRt2 |
− 8
ℓ
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(4.14)
≥ |H
R|+ |HB|+ |Y Bt2 \ Y Bt1 |+ |XBt2 ∪ ZBt2 | − ℓ/2
|HR|+ |HB|+ |Y Bt2 \ Y Bt1 |+ |XBt2 ∪ ZBt2 |+ |XRt2 ∪ ZRt2 |
− 8
ℓ
(4.19)
≥ 2a+ b+ d+ 2ρ(3a+ 2b+ d) + a+ c− 3ℓ/2
2a+ b+ d+ 2ρ(3a+ 2b+ d) + a+ c+ b+ d− 2ℓ −
8
ℓ
≥ 3a+ b+ c+ d+ 2ρ(3a+ 2b+ d)
3a+ 2b+ c+ 2d+ 2ρ(3a+ 2b+ d)
− ε
2
,
where the last inequality follows from (4.8), (4.13) and 1/t2 ≪ 1/ℓ≪ α, ε. Rearranging,
we get ρ ≤ (b+ d)/[(1 + 2ρ)(3a + 2b+ d) + c+ d]. Recalling that 1 ≤ 7ρ− 8ρ2, we get
(1 + 2ρ)(3a+ 2b+ d) + c+ d ≤ (7− 8ρ)(b+ d).(4.20)
A similar argument (by estimating cRt2/t2) shows that
(1 + 2ρ)(3a+ 2b+ d) + c+ d ≤ (7− 8ρ)(a + c).(4.21)
By (4.17), (4.18), (4.20) and (4.21), we deduce that Ax ≤ 0, where x = (a, b, c, d)t and
A =


8ρ− 4 2 0 1
3 8ρ− 5 0 1
7ρ− 2 1 + 2ρ 4ρ− 3 1 + ρ
3 + 6ρ 12ρ− 5 1 10ρ− 5

 .
Now consider the column vector y = (7 − 12α, 2 − 4α, 1, 3 − 4α)t. Then y ≥ 0 and
ytA = ((81 − 120α)δ, (54 − 80α)δ, 4δ, (31 − 40α)δ) ≥ (δ, δ, δ, δ) > 0. Since Ax ≤ 0 and
x, y ≥ 0, we get
0 ≥ (ytA)x ≥ (δ, δ, δ, δ)x = δ(a+ b+ c+ d) > 0,
a contradiction. 
Remark. After the submission of this paper, we learned that Corsten, DeBiasio, La-
maison and Lang [2] have obtained an improved version of Theorem 1.1.
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